
SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY 

HEADQUARTERS SAFETY ORGANISATION 

BI-MONTHLY SAFETY BULLETIN – JANUARY & FEBRUARY 2019 

**** 

DETAILS OF ACCIDENTS AND UNUSUALS THAT TOOK PLACE 

DURING JANUARY & FEBRUARY 2019 

 
1. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 03.01.2019, at AWB station of NED division, Light engine 

No. 14620/WDG-3/MLY passed Home signal (S-70) and Routing signal(S-69) at „ON‟ position 

and stopped at 70 meters beyond Routing signal and near Point no. 44B.  

Cause of the accident: Not adopting correct and sequential procedure in application of brakes 

by LP & ALP to control speed of loco which was added by poor brake power of loco. 

Responsibility: 

Primary: Sri Rajeshwar Prasad/GLP/PAU 

Secondary: 

1. Sri. Mitun Chandra Mahto/ALP/PAU 

2. Sri. Akbar Ahmed/Tech-I/Dsl shed/MLY at AWB. 

Blameworthy:  

1. Sri. Jayprakash N.. CLI/NED 

2. Sri  I.V.Rao, PCOR/NED 

3. Sri Kamlakar, SSE/LR,/Dsl.Shed/MLY      

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. A system has to be developed by power control organization for LPs /LIs to know about. the 

working problem in locos, so that immediate corrective action will be taken by Sheds. 

2. PCOR should take immediately all initiatives to resolve the abnormalities reported either 

verbally or in written.  

3. PCOR should relay immediately about abnormalities to power officers as well as concerned 

Diesel shed to attend for corrective action.  

4. Any issue regarding the Loco and follow up action must be entered in CMS.  

5. PCOR, CPCOR and Power Officers should monitor regularly to resolve any trouble shooting 

in loco.  

6. Trouble shooting staff should check remarks recorded by crew in log book and attend it 

without fail apart from their schedule. This should be monitored by the CCC of lobbies. 

7. Diesel shed should nominate skilled trouble shooting staff over NED division.  

8. All LIs should monitor the deficiencies recorded in. Loco log book and necessary steps to be 

taken to resolve the deficiencies.  

9. Only screened GLP holding „A‟ gradation to be deputed on Express train as per Railway 

board guidelines.  

10. All efforts to be made for up-gradation of GLPs. 

11. Educate regularly the LPs and ALPs about usage of Dynamic brakes to control Light Engine 

over down gradients and drives to he conducted time. 

 

2. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 07.01.2019 at EMU car shed/MLY  of HYB division,   at 

about 07.56 hrs, while performing shunting from inspection shed i.e. pit line No.2 to towards 

POH shed, the Point No.14 trailed through duly breaking RH Tongue rail and after attaching two 

coaches(6C) and (6D) at POH shed. and performing shunting towards inspection shed, the 

second coach No.TC 411018 has taken two routes and got derailed at Point No. 14 and 



travelled upto Point No.12 for a distance of 22.02 meters. The Point of drop observed at 

distance of 8.3 M from SRJ of point No.14. 

Cause of the accident: not properly setting the concerned points for the shunting movement  

Responsibility 

Primary:  

1. Sri. N. Sukumar, SSE/PPIO/ECS/MLY has allowed shunting operations without 

nominated/designated staff and forcibly ordering Tech-I who doesn‟t know how to set the 

points for the concerned route. 

2. Sri. K. Nagabhushanam, Tech-I/ECS/MLY 

Secondary: Sri.Surender, Shunter/ECS/MLY  

Matters brought to light: Even though there are couple of derailments in the yard for the past 6 

months there is no stipulated working instructions/procedure issued. Hence, laid down 

procedure should be issued to avoid further mishaps/unusuals in the yards. 

 

3. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 26.01.16 at TIM yard of GTL division, Loco 

No.12680/WDG4/GY after completing of shunting in FCI siding/TIM arrived on Road No.1 with 

21 empties BCN load. As per the shunting instructions (T-806) the formation was to move 

towards GTL end and then to Road No.4 for stabling by blocking forward at GTL end. On duty 

SM/TIM block forwarded the TIM-GTL section by giving his PN-80 duly informing to Guard took 

off the starter No.S-4 for movement. Guard, after observing the off aspect of starter inform the 

LP that starter has been taken off. The LP moved towards GY end instead of GTL end, failed to 

observe S-37 starter and passed starter at „ON‟ which resulted in entry of loco in sand hump and 

three pairs of front truck wheels derailed at 19.05hrs.  

Cause of the Accident: not followed the shunting instructions given in the shunting order and 

passed starter No. S-37 at „ON‟ 

Responsibility:  

Primary: 

1. Sri. K. Ramanujaneyulu, LP/Goods/GY 

2. Sri. Ajeet Kumar, ALP/GY 

Matters brought to light:  

1. Loco Pilot was on first trip to the FCI siding/TIM and got confused about the movements 

whichever mentioned over T-806. 

2. ALP did not read and understand the instructions mentioned on the T-806 and did not 

ensure the „ON‟ aspect of the signal before taking wrong movement towards GY. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. It is suggested that T-806 should prepare for only shunting instructions. 

2. T.369(3b) + PHS must be issued to pass signal at „ON‟ instead of clubbing in T-806 as 

instructions + authority as shunting order. 

3. Whenever there is time gap between two movements SM/Guard shall alert the Loco Pilot by 

informing him about next movement. LP also confirm with Guard/SM once again. 

4. All newly joined LP/ALPs and from other depot should be counselled once again regarding 

shunting movements over non-signalled area and placements and removals in siding by 

CLIs of the concerned depots of the division. 

 

4. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 01.02.2019 at CCA station of GTL division, at about 08.26 

hrs, the Loco Pilot of Train No.DJ-31/BCNHL Goods with Loco No.70369/WDG4D/PA has 

passed Road No.3 Up loop line starter Signal No.55 at „ON‟ position at CCA station  and 



stopped the train by seeing the danger aspect of LSS(S-6) and travelled a distance if 74.4 

meters beyond starter signal. 

Cause of the accident: without ensuring the aspect of starter signal, passed the starter signal 

at „ON‟. 

Primary Responsible:  

1. Sri. D. Venkata Rami Reddy, LP/Goods/DMM 

2. Sri. P.Sreenivasulu, ALP/DMM 

Secondary Responsible: Sri. A. Nagesh, CLI/DMM 

Matters brought to light: Whenever LI is going on long leave or training for more than one 

month duration, no other LI is given responsibilities to monitor the loco pilots falling due for 

monitoring during the leave period of nominated LI.  

Suggestions & Recommendations:  

1. Counselling of LPs regarding the SPAD has to be intensified. 

2. LP should be asked to repeat allright signal to on duty Station Master, before starting train, in 

case guard is not available for his train.  

3. No LP should be left without being counselled for more than stipulated period as per his 

gradation, even though his nominated LI is in training or it sanctioned leave. 

 

5. Brief of the Accident (Derailment): On 08.02.2019 at BTTR yard of BZA division, Ballast BT 

block was given from 14.30 to 15.45 hrs to work in between BTTR to AXR with loco No. 

32066/WAG9/KZJ. BT started at 14.35 hrs from road No.3 to Up main line duly planned to 

unload 2 wagons to recoup ballast deficiency on Road No.3 of BTTR yard. Wagon No.16 from 

engine was unloaded and while unloading ballast from wagon No.17, west side doors were 

opened and unloaded but east side doors were partially opened due to working out of gear pin 

while unloading, hence east side ballast was partially unloaded. Due to partial unloading of 

ballast the front trolley of 17th wagon has been derailed near point No. 21 at K0m.207/39 at 

14.43 hrs. 

Cause of the accident: Due to partial unloading of ballast BT wagon, the front trolley has been 

lifted and derailed. 

Primary Responsible: Sri.G.Harinarayana Rao, Assistant SSE/P.Way/BTTR. 

Blameworthy: nil 

Suggestions & Recommendations:  

1. Any train should not run without valid BPC especially ballast trains. 

2. Even though TXR point is available train shall not be permitted without any check in block 

section with invalid BPC. 

3. While attending the train at the time of issuing BPC complete checking to be done, defects to 

be attended with standard parts especially greasing of parts, providing standard gear pins 

etc., 

4. Any defects in wagon should be verified by the engineering authority before starting the train 

to block section, if any defect found to be intimated to concerned authority and should not 

start the train. 

 

6. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 09.02.2019 at MLY station(R & D lines) of SC division, Train 

No.77675 KCG-MRGA Passenger DEMU consisting of 2 MC s(15060 &15057) and 6 coaches 

left KCG at 19.15 hrs. The train was arrived MLY „C‟ cabin at 19.59 hrs and stopped on R&D 

lines. After waiting for about 18 minutes (at 20.18 hrs), the train started and passed starter 

signal S-5 at Danger and stopped after passing this signal by about 330 meters. 



Cause of the accident: LP disregarded the Danger aspect of signal and passed the same at 

Danger without proper authority. 

 

Responsibility: 

Primary Responsible: Sri. G. Sharath Kumar, Loco Pilot/Passenger/SC 

Secondary Responsibility:  Sri. Surendra Kumar, Sr, Goods Guard/SC for giving 2 bell beats 

to start the train without permission of SM. 

Blameworthy:   

1. Sri. G.Praveen Kumar, CLI/SC 

2. Sri. M.V.Ramana, Dy.SS/MLY 

Matters brought to light:  

1. The Signal Sighting Committee of HYB division was given a program to conduct Foot plate 

inspection from STPD to CHZ. The committee in their report of 26.12.18 has not mentioned 

visibility of signals between MLY and CHZ stations, i.e. section in jurisdiction of SC division. 

2. The LP left the Engine unmanned without intimating any official. 

3. The LP has expressed some issue with his eyesight. He mentioned that his eyesight might 

have momentarily not adjusted to look clearly the correct aspect of signal immediately after 

he finished his writing work in the log/rough journal. He has also submitted that after this 

incident he got his eyesight checked there is likelihood of some problem with eyesight.  

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. Program schedule for Signal Sighting Committee should cover all signals in all sections till 

the last signal and this should be ensured and monitored.  

2. Policy change for provision of ALP in long distance DEMU/MEMU.  

3. LP may be sent for special medical examination in view of issues pertaining, to his eyesight 

being highlighted.  

 

7. Brief of the Accident (derailment): On 14.02.2019 at RTPS yard of GTL division, while goods 

train (R-70) was passing over point no.6/RTPs two wagons next to engine was derailed at 23.35 

hrs. This is because of gap created under traffic after passage of train engine, first and second 

wagons taken two routes through the point. 

Cause of the accident: gap created under traffic after passage of train engine, first and second 

wagons taken two routes through the point. 

Responsibility: RTPS authorities 

Matters brought to light:  

1. There is no record of maintenance of track & points. 

2. RTM staff don‟t have track maintenance training that is initial or rrefrsher course. 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

1. RTPS authorities have to ensure all the points connected despatch & reception lines to have 

standard cotter & bolt with proper setting of points. 

2. Committee recommends that RTPS authorities should lay down the scheduled of inspection 

& maintenance of track to the RTM wing since they are not having any record of track 

maintenance. 

3. Committee recommends that RTM wing JEs & AEE should have technical training of track 

maintenance at ZCETC/KCG. 

 

8. Brief of the Accident (SPAD): On 24.02.2019. at TLPR station  of SC division. Train NO.19316 

Hamsafar express hauled by Diesel Engine No. 18942/WDG3A/LDH with 19 coaches which was 



on its scheduled run passed TLPR station Starter signal No. S-3 at Danger and stopped after 

passing this signal by 41.5.Loco right hand driving with long hood.  

Cause of the accident: Crew failed to apply brakes in time & stopshort of starter No.S-3 which 

was in danger aspect. 

Responsibility: 

Primary:  

1. Sri. John Joesph, Loco Pilot/Pass/SC. 

2. Sri. Rajkishore Kumar, Sr.ALP/SC. 

Secondary: CLI 
Blameworthy: NIL 
Matters brought to light: NIL 

Suggestions and Recommendations: All departments connected, shall take necessary action 

on visibility as brought out in Sr.Scale Officer‟s simulation report. 

 

1.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Operating Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NSL & AWB stations of NED division conducted on 
20/21.02.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

NSL station 

 On perusing records, on 23.5.18 for Engineering Block CSM + DGS machines 
are sent in one hook by issuing T/465, which is not correct. As per G&SR 
15.06.4.1(C)” If more than one track machine are programmed to go in to the 
block section and return to the station where from they started, the first one will 
be given/465 and the succeeding one will be given Caution order. When T/465 
is received back by the station master, it ensures that the block section is clear.” 
This should be counselled to the Dy.SS as well as Track machine operators. 

 During day of inspection train no.BCN came from MMR without Guard, arrival 
NSL at 11.01 hrs, left at 12.30 hrs.LV board was not available. In the train intact 
register last vehicle number column, to be provided. As per safety MCDO 
during the month December 2018, total no. of trains worked without Guard are 
154, during 2019 January 234.It is on high side. As per G&SR 4.25.4.3”Caution 
order shall be issued to the Loco pilot by station master with necessary 
endorsement stating that the train is to run without guard and SCOR shall also 
be advised of the fact under exchanging of private numbers, who will inform the 
stations en route. The station master on getting the train number, will inform the 
end cabins, where provided and gateman of all the LC gates en route provided 
with telephonic communication accordingly under exchanging of private 
numbers.” But   cross checking with gates Dy.SS not given to LC gate no. s of 7 
& 8.Divisional authorities should   ensure strictly implement the   above rule. 

 Signal Put back‟ register not available 

 On 20.02.18, 24.02.18, T/465 was issued instead of T/A465 to send the track 
machines into block section and clearing to advance station. 

 TI/AWB never checked the authorities issued to material train and track 
machines. 

 On 14.02.19 block was given but there is no fit certificate 
AWB station 

 As per SWR, Dual VDU is to be provided and panel to be removed. Even 
though a letter was issued by S&T department to provide second VDU by 
23.02.2018, till date second VDU is not provided 



 On the VDU line block facility and counter number facility to be provided. 
 SWOD No. needs to be mentioned in description. Tourist Siding is not in use.  

Line is covered with debris.  It‟s requirement may be examined and plan for 
proper utilization.    

 Sand hump to Rd.3 at DLB end is required for simultaneous movements.   
 Pit Line was initially a through line, but at DLB end, certain portion of track was 

dismantled to prevent movements from DLB end as pillar of FOB is infringing 
the movements on this line.  

 Through siding to be track circuited and its nomenclature to be changed as 4th 
loop line which facilitates train movements and shunting. 

 

2.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Engineering Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NSL & AWB stations of NED division conducted on 
20/21.02.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 
 
Motor  trolley Inspection between TR and RGO section 
Major Steel Girder Bridge No.51 (4x12.20M) at KM 51/3-4 between TR-RGO 
stations: 

 Gauge varying from N to -6mm, Cross level varying from 5RL to 10LL.  Needs to 
be attended. 

 Guard rail screw spikes not holding properly on bridge proper and no screw 
spikes provided on bridge approach i.e straight & bend portions on both sides. 

 Pumping/loose packing of track on bridge approaches is to be attended and avoid 
falling / loose fittings frequently. 

 SEJ at KM 51/3-2 on bridge approach, total gaps on LH side is 60mm & RH side 
is 80mm. Gaps to be attended. SEJ, LWR number etc., particulars board is 
missing/not provided. 
Non-Interlocked LC No.21 at KM 49/9-50/0 between TR-RGO stations: 

 Gauge varying from -5mm to -7mm, Cross level varying from CL to 5LL. To be 
attended. 

 Check rails are higher than running rails. 

 Road width on approaches should be maintained as per standards. 
Foot Plate Inspection from NSL-AWB by train no.17019Exp. on 20.02.19: 

 Ballast retaining walls to be raised on PSC slab bridges between NSL-AWB 
stations. 

 Trolley refuges in curve/cuttings as per para no.220 of IRPWM are to be 
provided.(KMs 28,33,35 & 42/43). 

 At TR station, one T-28 with BFR kept on buffer stop line (AWB end) which is 
violated SWR of the TR station. 

 Road is available parallel to track in cutting portions at KMs 62 & 51. Barricading 
to be provided. Divisional Engineering officials to be ensured at these types of 
locations. 

 RUB work at KM 92/8-9 is in progress, tractors are moving near the track, safety 
at work site to be ensured. 

 Dy.SS/DLB was not in prescribed uniform. He was wearing white shirt & black 
pant. 

 Lot of PSC sleepers are in scattered condition in mid sections from NSL-AWB 
stations, same to be trucked out to nearby LCs, Stations, SSE/P.Way depot. 

 Inspection of Point No.25B,1in12, FSL in AWB yard: 



a. Gauge at TOS is -6mm to be attended. 
b. Toe type ERCs to be replaced with flat type. Missing/broken ERCs, GFN 

liners & GR pads to be replaced. 
c. Date of laying this point in 2009 is not painted / marked at prescribed location 

i.e switch portion. 
d. „J‟ type ERCs are not provided at prescribed locations i.e GJ, FP & Crossing 

joints. 
 

3.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of S&T  Department:; 
During the safety audit inspection of NSL & AWB stations of NED division conducted on 
20/21.02.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

Nagersol 

 Cable meggering was done on 09.06.2018. But summary of deficiencies was not 
recorded. Advised SSE(Sig) to record summary of deficiencies for taking 
corrective action. Some of the Power cables insulation value is recorded as 5 M 
Ohms, which is low. This is to be attended by providing new cables duly 
identifying the faulty sections. 

 For Point no 20A reverse side excess spring is to be attended as it was recoiling 
during obstruction test. 

 Burr formation over glued joints resulting in reduction of insulation width is 
noticed at some of the block joints (Block Joint near  20B). Advance Corrective 
action to be taken to avoid track circuit failures. 

 Checked the Interlocked LC gate no.8 (Traffic) for effectiveness of boom locking 
and found in order. One of the booms alignment and boom locking hook  are to 
attended which are damaged due to recent road vehicle hit.  

 
Aurangabad 
 For Point no. 32A Normal setting(LH setting i.e. towards Overshoot line)   is only 

for two sleepers and requires improvement.  
 For Point no. 32B RH tongue rail(reconditioned) is getting worn out for a length of  

approx  70cm (From 45cm to 113cm from toe). This is to be watched and to be 
replaced.  Advised DEN/W/NED & Sr.DSTE/NED for taking corrective action. 

 In relay room though provision was made for AC, it was not available. As AWB EI 
is having more than 100 routes, AC is to be provided as per the latest Railway 
Board  guidelines 

 Amararaja make IPS is available at this station which is under AMC. Last AMC 
visit was on 06.02.19. Previous visit was on 29.09.18. There is a gap of more than 
three months between successive AMC visits. Advised Sr DSTE/NED to ensure 
that the AMC is carried out as per the schedule.  

 Mini IPS system is provided at end EI cabin for 24V Ext and Int. For EI system 
power supply is extended from Central IPS. No record is maintained for AMC of 
the mini IPS provided in the EI cabin. Advised Sr.DSTE/NED to ensure this aspect 

 Joint Inspection of Points & track circuited portions: Calendar year 
programme for joint inspection of Points at all stations carried out by SSE/P.Way & 
Sig to be issued by Sr.DEN & Sr.DSTE of the division. 
 

4.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Electrical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NSL & AWB stations of NED division conducted on 
20/21.02.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 

o CMS is out of order since 26.12.2018.  CMS Maintenance, Failure and 



Rectification Register need to be maintained. 
o If Goods Guard working passenger train while signing “OFF” CMS will not 

accept. He has to done manual signing “OFF”. 
Aurangabad 

o Staff Grievance Register: Sri Aravind Kumar, PWI/AWB made a complaint on 
02.02.19 stating that NDA of Nov‟ 18 is not paid till now & NHA of last 6 months 
also not given.  Action taken in this regard is not entered.  Similarly, grievance of 
Sri Sanjeev Kumar Pandey, ALP/AWB and Sri Brajesh Kumar, ALP/AWB made 
on 31.12.18 are to be addressed. 

o While perusing “Run over” Register, on14.1.219, Sri Hari singh LP/AWB made a 
remark regarding run over case but his writing was unable to read.  LPs should 
write in any language such as English, Hindi or Marathi etc., which can be read 
easily. 

o Crew Rest Room/AWB 

o While interacting with occupants they expressed subsidized meals facility at 
AWB. But Sr.DME/NED said that running room facility   will not be applicable rest 
room. As per convenient of occupants Sr.DME   agreed to provide cooking 
facilities at Rest room. 

o It was told by occupants that they need to wait for the bed if Goods train traffic 
was more. It was happened twice, two months ago i.e for waiting for bed. 

 
 

5.0 Irregularities noticed in the working of Mechanical Department: 
During the safety audit inspection of NSL & AWB stations of NED division conducted on 
20/21.02.2019 the following irregularities are noticed: 
 
Nagersol station 

As per the Railway board letter No.95/M(C)/141/1 dated 31-1-17 given by Director, 
Mech.Engg(Chg) Railway board, the following facilities/infrastructure  are to be 
available/provided at the platforms from where trains are to returned without secondary 
maintenance. Hence some facilities which are not available are to be provided to have full-
fledged maintenance. 
 

2nd Water connection at both the ends of the 
platform for quick filling of high pressure jet 
cleaning machines. 

NO/Water facility not available. 

Washable  apron on the platform lines with 
covered drains to facilitate movement of 
maintenance staff. 

Washable apron available but drains 
 are not covered. 

Standard watering hydrants No watering source/ facility at the 
station 

Flood light at the platform ends for rolling-in 
examination at night and 110V. Inspection 
lights along the side of the track for night 
examination of the under gear. 

NO/NOT Available. 

 

 
Aurangabad  

Since C&W activities are going on in 3 shifts  in AWB, Staff rest room, tool room etc are 
very much needed for C&W to secure T&P items and discharge duties effectively, as the 
existing room for C&W was given under stairs and  very much congested and ugly. 



 
 

 

**** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ATTENTION …….. 
LOCO PILOTS / ASISTANT LOCO PILOTS 

4.58. Loco Pilot to see that train is stopped clear of fouling marks.–– When a train comes 
to a stand at a station, the Loco Pilot shall see that, wherever possible, his engine is 
clear of the fouling marks of all points and crossings. If not, he shall take steps to inform 
the Station Master at once and exhibit Stop hand signal to prevent any movement on the 
fouled line.. 
 

ATTENTION ……..GUARD OF THE TRAIN 
S.R.4.57.3. For any reason, if the Guard has to leave SLR/BV, he should apply hand 
brakes of SLR/BV before leaving. After completion of work before giving signal for the 
train to start, the Guard shall ensure that the hand brakes are released. 
 

ATTENTION …….. Engineering Officials 
15.13. Inspection of Gauges, signals, tools and implements.––  
(1) Each Inspector of Way or Works shall at least once in every month inspect the 
permanent way gauges, flags, signal lamps, detonators, tools and implements 
supplied to the gangs under clause (b) of Rule 15.12 and ascertain whether the 
above equipment is complete and in good order.  
(2) He shall also see that any defective or missing articles are replaced. 
 

ATTENTION …….. S&T Officials 
Appndix-XIII, 4 last para 
While undertaking the items of work listed in Group (B), it is essential that the Station 
Master concerned be kept informed by the official of S&T department undertaking the 
work so that Station Master on duty is aware that the S&T staff is working on signalling 
gears at his station. 
 


